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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: 
	0: GBT Communications, a subsidiary of Golden Belt Telephone Association Inc., established in 1953 and headquartered in Rush Center, Kansas, proposes to expand its Fixed Wireless Internet footprint to the Rural Albert, Dundee, Great Bend & Pawnee Rock areas, providing High-Speed Internet to approximately 300 under-served rural residents and businesses in Barton, Pawnee and Rush County.  GBT proposes to provide a High-Speed Internet Connection to homes and businesses that today are constrained to data-capped mobile hotspots for their Broadband needs.  GBT is excited to help close the rural digital divide and provide uncapped Broadband with capabilities up to 100 Mbps download by 15 Mbps upload. GBT has been providing Broadband since the 1990's in Central and Western Kansas, and today provides customers High-Speed Internet utilizing Fiber, Coax, and Fixed Wireless.  GBT has demonstrated the ability to provide Internet service to Rural areas similar to the project we are proposing, utilizing the same network equipment and is committed to ensuring these unserved areas not only have capabilities for robust Internet, but also that we provide support once they receive High-Speed Internet.       
	1: GBT proposes to connect a tower located approximately 3 miles North and 1.5 miles West of Pawnee Rock with fiber, providing sufficient backhaul capabilities to provide a Point-to-Point Fixed Wireless, High-Speed Internet connection to approximately 300 residents and businesses in the area.  The Rural areas impacted encompass an 8-mile radius from the tower, including residents and businesses residing in Barton, Pawnee, & Rush Counties, with addresses of Albert, Dundee, Great Bend, Larned, and Pawnee Rock.  Today, these areas are served with a fixed wireless infrastructure capable of 3 Mbps x 1 Mbps or Mobile Hot Spots that are data-capped.  With the proposed infrastructure improvement, GBT will bring for the first time a reliable, affordable, uncapped Broadband offering that can reach speeds up to 100 Mbps download by 15 Mbps upload.  Several homes and businesses in the area today pay a very high rate for a limited amount of data, which prohibits them from conducting business, doing schoolwork, or any type of telehealth.  Due to the rural location, it is a 15-minute drive for many to any city with substantial population which might offer a free hotspot for their use.     

	Text1: 
	1: GBT is excited to potentially provide up to 300 High-Speed Internet connections to under-served residents and businesses.  GBT will be providing these connections with Point-to-Point Fixed Wireless, which will be uncapped.  The data transmission backhaul from the tower will utilize GBT fiber, allowing for robust, reliable speeds. The fiber placement for backhaul will make it easier for any future consideration of fiber to the premise in the town of Pawnee Rock as well as provide a fiber backbone for future transportation fiber needs along Highway 156. A majority of these connections are residential, but  several small businesses and Agriculture entities also reside within the coverage area.  
	0: The project area borders territories where GBT provides service, which gives us great familiarity with the current broadband situation, or lack thereof.  We receive inquiries daily from this area about better broadband, and we know of the struggles this area has with slow speeds; often 3 Mbps or less offerings or Mobile Hotspots which are expensive and often capped at 20-30GB of data.  Based on research GBT has conducted in this area, many of the occupants have to choose daily how they utilize their Internet connection, or risk running out of data within the first couple of days of their billing cycle.  Barton, Pawnee, and Rush Counties are also considered an economically distressed area, with a 2019 Per Capita Income falling at 79.12%.  Due to the nature of the economy in this area, many homes cannot afford the expensive costs to pay for expensive data plans to educate their children.   

	Text2: The area GBT proposes is rural and falls within the economically distressed category.  Many of the areas GBT serves are rural, which helps us understand the environment and landscape of this territory.  We understand the financial impact on our company, along with the understanding that serving this area isn't a lucrative opportunity.  GBT's reason for being in business and serving the areas we do is often because no other company will, or aren't willing to dedicate the time and resources required to ensure customers have a quality service after the initial hook-up.  GBT is excited for this opportunity, as this grant will provide the financial assistance we need to not only deliver a superior product, but also ensure we maintain local technicians and support during and after the initial connection.  We have been in business in the area for over 68 years, and we display our commitment through Customer Service Locations established in the area.  GBT has two offices within 30 miles of the proposed project area, plus several technicians within a one-hour radius to provide both the initial and long-term support needed with any broadband project.  By choosing GBT to provide this Internet service, the area can have the comfort of knowing their service is coming from a Company who is truly invested in their communities, as many of us live, work, and play here.  


